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Abstract
In a repeated principal-agent model with moral hazard, in which the agent has
βδ-preferences, we analyze the case where the agent is naı̈ve in the sense that he
is not fully aware of his inconsistent discounting. We consider the possibility of
principal manipulating the naı̈veté of the agent. Surprisingly, when the principal
wants to implement the high effort, there are no gains to the principal from the
naı̈veté of the agent and the principal does not choose to deceive the agent. The
principal’s maximum utility is the same from a sophisticated agent and from a naı̈ve
agent.
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Introduction

Recent literature shows that there is evidence for possible time-inconsistencies in agents’
behavior.1 It is often observed that agents tend to postpone actions that have immediate
costs, but they do not like to postpone benefits. This is due to agents not putting much
weight on the future benefits when the costs are immediate.2 Examples include filing
taxes, going to the gym, finishing an ongoing project. Time-inconsistency has been widely
studied in the literature. There is a large amount of work dealing with time-inconsistent
policies within strategic environments in the macroeconomics literature.3 However, within
microeconomic environments with time-inconsistency, most of the literature has focused
on the individual decision making and there is a limited amount of work focusing on the
strategic interaction. One such environment with strategic interaction is the one with a
principal contracting with an agent where the agent has time-inconsistent preferences.
We focus on the standard repeated principal-agent problem where there is moral hazard, with the standard trade-off between incentives and insurance, and allow the agent
to be time-inconsistent. This is considered in Yılmaz (2013), where the agent’s timeinconsistency is modeled through widely used βδ-preferences, the agent is assumed to
be fully aware of his inconsistency, that is, he is sophisticated, and the optimal contract
is characterized.4 We provide a direct follow-up of Yılmaz (2013) by assuming that the
agent is not fully aware of his time-inconsistency, that is, he is naı̈ve.
When the agent is naı̈ve, he mispredicts his inconsistency and overestimates his true
β. If the principal is aware of the inconsistency of the agent, then she can possibly deceive
1

See Elster (1979) and Thaler (1981).
See Frederick, Loewenstein, ODonoghue (2002) and Loewenstein and Prelec (1992).
3
See Kydland and Prescott (1977) for instance.
4
βδ-preferences are first developed by Phelps and Pollak (1968) and later used by Laibson (1997),
O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a,1999b,2001) among others. See Frederick, Loewenstein, O’Donoghue
(2002), for an extensive overview of the literature. For details on the discounting scheme of a sophisticated
agent with βδ-preferences, please see Yılmaz (2013).
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the agent to get information rents and exploit his naı̈veté. However, in a model of repeated
moral hazard with a contracting stage followed by two stages with effort choices, we show
that whenever the principal wants to implement the high effort, such an opportunity
to manipulate the naı̈ve agent does not provide the principal with information rents.
And, the principal is indifferent between facing a naı̈ve agent and facing a sophisticated
agent, which is particularly surprising. This is because when the principal wants to
implement the high effort, she may choose to deceive the agent by offering a contract in
the contracting stage which makes the agent believe that he will pick low effort in the
following stage, but when the agent arrives at the following stage, he realizes that he must
choose the high effort, after learning his true β. However, deceiving the agent in this way
is costly because such a contract must provide the agent with relatively low incentives
for high effort at the contracting stage, through relatively higher expected continuation
payoff for low output. However, arriving at the period where the agent actually picks
an effort level, he learns his true β and finds it optimal to exert high effort. And for
the latter to happen, the contract must offer strong incentives for high effort in the first
period. Then, the discounted cost under such a contract becomes higher than the one
under a contract that does not deceive the agent.
This paper is related to a number of other papers.5 In the literature that is focusing
on repeated principal-agent relationships, two very related papers are Rogerson (1985)
and Lambert (1983), both of whom consider a repeated moral hazard problem with a
time-consistent agent and show that the optimal contract exhibits memory.6 Another important paper is Fudenberg, Holmstorm and Milgrom (1990) where an infinitely repeated
principal-agent relationship is considered and the efficient long-term contract is shown to
5

Here, we provide a brief review of the related literature. For a more detailed discussion of related
papers, please see Yılmaz (2013).
6
Also see Spear and Srivastava (1987) and Malcomson and Spinnewyn (1988).
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be implemented by a sequence of short-term contracts.
Within the time-inconsistency literature, O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999b) introduce
unobservable task-cost realizations into the moral hazard problem and assume that the
agent is risk-neutral. Gilpatric (2008) assumes, in a principal-agent relationship with timeinconsistent agents, that the profit is fully determined by the effort. The current paper
and Yılmaz (2013) are both distinguished from these papers since both allow the trade-off
between risk and incentives.7 DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) consider a monopolistic
firm who is designing an optimal two-part tariff where the consumer is time-inconsistent,
and the principal knows whether the agent is aware of his inconsistency or not. Eliaz and
Spiegler (2006) consider a monopoly who is contracting with dynamically inconsistent
agents, and they characterize the optimal menu of contracts and show that it includes
exploitative contracts for naı̈ve agents. The current paper distinguishes itself from this
paper through its modeling aspects and the result regarding exploiting possibilities. In a
series of papers, O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a, 2000, 2001) consider βδ-preferences and
focus on individual decision making rather than contractual relations.
Section 2 gives the specifics of the model and the timing of events. Section 3 studies
the optimal contract when the principal implements high effort in each period. Section 4
discusses some extensions and section 5 concludes.

2

The Model

In a finitely repeated principal-agent model, a principal (she) is contracting with a timeinconsistent agent (he) to work on a two period project preceded by a contracting period.
After the contracting period, in each of the two following periods the agent can exert a
7

Also, see Balletta and Immordino (2013)
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costly effort. The principal cannot observe the effort choices of the agent. The project,
in each period, has an output which is publicly observed. The output in each period is
stochastic and affected by the effort level picked by the agent in that period. A contract
is a wage scheme {wi , wij } where wi is the wage paid in the first period if the output is qi
in the first period, and wij is the wage paid in the second period if the first period output
is qi and the second period output is qj .
Timing of events:
At t = 0, a contract is offered to the agent by the principal. Then, the agent accepts or
rejects. If he rejects, the game ends and both the principal and the agent get zero utility.
If he accepts, they move on to the next period. At t = 1, the agent chooses an effort level,
e1 , which is not observed by the principal. The output, q1 , is realized which is observable
by both the agent and the principal. The wage payment, wq1 , is made to the agent. At
t = 2, the agent chooses an effort level, e2 , which is not observed by the principal. The
output, q2 , is realized which is observable by both the agent and the principal. The wage
payment, wq1 ,q2 , is made to the agent.
Note that, in the contracting stage, t = 0, there is no effort decision. The only decision
made by the agent is to accept or reject the contract offered by the principal. This can
be motivated by thinking of getting a job offer in March but starting in September,
just as most economics Ph.D. candidates experience. Thus, there are three periods with
two effort decisions. Once the contract is accepted at t = 0, both agent and principal
are committed to the contract until the end of period 2, that is, focus is on long-term
contracts and renegotiation is not allowed.
Agent:
There are two effort levels, 0 and 1, and two outcomes, qh and ql with qh > ql . The
5

agent receives utility u(w) from the wage w, with u0 > 0, and disutility ψ(e) from exerting
effort e. He is risk-averse, that is, u00 < 0. The disutility from exerting effort is given by
ψ(1) = ψ and ψ(0) = 0, where ψ > 0. His net utility in period t ∈ {1, 2} is given by vt =
u(wt ) − ψ(et ). The agent’s present value of a flow of future utilities as of period t, P V (t),
is



s−t
 vt + β P2
vs for t = 0, 1
s=t+1 δ
P V (t) =


v2
for t = 2
The agent is time-inconsistent when β < 1. A time-inconsistent agent can be fully

aware, partially (or fully) unaware of his time inconsistency. Denoting the agent’s belief
b a time-inconsistent agent is sophisticated when βb = β < 1, and
about his true β by β,
naı̈ve when β < βb ≤ 1. In what follows, the agent is naı̈ve.
Denote the probability of getting high output under high effort, e = 1 by Pr(q =
qh |e = 1) = p1 and the probability of getting high output under low effort, e = 0 by
Pr(q = qh |e = 0) = p0 , where p1 > p0 .
There is no lending or borrowing. So, the agent spends whatever wage he earns in a
period within that period. Also, there is no limited liability.
Principal:
The principal is risk-neutral, time-consistent and has a discount factor, δP . She cannot
observe the effort levels exerted by the agent but she knows that the agent is timeinconsistent and naı̈ve.8 The principal wants to implement high effort in each period.9 The
principal minimizes the expected cost of implementing high effort in both periods, subject
to individual rationality (IR) and incentive compatibility (IC), over all possible contracts,
{wi , wij }i,j∈{h,l} , where wi is the wage paid in the first period if the output is qi in the first
8

This assumption is also present in, for instance, DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) and O’Donoghue
and Rabin (1999b). For a justification see Yılmaz (2013).
9
See Lemma 2 in Appendix A of Yılmaz (2013) for a condition that guarantees this.
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period, and wij is the wage paid in the second period if the first period output is qi and
the second period output is qj . Her payoff from a contract, {(wh , wl ), (whh , whl , wlh , wll )},
given that it is accepted and the agent exerts high effort in both periods is given by

p1 [qh − wh + δP [p1 (qh − whh ) + (1 − p1 )(ql − whl )]]
+(1 − p1 )[ql − wl + δP [p1 (qh − wlh ) + (1 − p1 )(ql − wll )]]

3

Optimal Contract

When the agent is naı̈ve, his anticipation of his future self’s behavior is not correct.10 At
b βδ
b 2 ) where β < βb ≤ 1, so he
t = 0, he believes that he has a discounting given by (1, βδ,
underestimates his inconsistency (equivalently, overestimates his β). In the contracting
stage, his decision to accept or reject the contract depends on the set of wages offered
and on the actions he thinks his future selves will take. Hence, IR should be based on
his (incorrect) anticipation of his future actions. However, IC should consider only the
agent’s actual behavior at the effort stage. This is because the principal knows agent’s
exact discounting scheme and, from t = 1 on, the agent behaves according to his true β,
after learning his true β.11 More precisely, the principal will pick a set of wages which
makes the agent believe that his future selves will pick a certain effort scheme, the artificial
one, the effort levels that the agent believes at t = 0, his future selves (the self at t = 1
and the self at t = 2) will pick at t = 1 and t = 2, denoted by {a1 , (ai2 )i∈{h,l} }. The same
wage scheme will actually implement the effective effort scheme, denoted {e1 , (ei2 )i∈{h,l} },
10

We consider a naı̈ve agent who, looking at the contract, does not infer anything about his future
self’s type. Instead he sticks to his prior belief about the future self. For a discussion on the possibility
of the agent learning about his true β by looking at the contract at the contracting stage, please see the
discussion section.
11
The agent learns his true β at t = 1. If the agent never learns his true β, then he’d always act
b his overestimated β. Thus, he would be equivalent to a sophisticated agent with δ and β.
b
according to β,
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where e1 = 1 and ei2 = 1 for i ∈ {h, l}.
The principal’s expected profit (expected cost) is based on the set of wages and on
the effective effort schedule, not on the artificial one. The agent uses the discounting
b βδ
b 2 ) at the contracting stage expecting that his discounting from t = 1 on will
(1, βδ,
b however, he will end up behaving according to (1, βδ) from t = 1 on, upon
be (1, βδ);
learning his true β. Since at t = 1, the agent learns his true β, there is no other artificial
effort level to consider. Since there is no further time-inconsistency at t = 2, the effective
second period effort will be the same as the artificial second period effort, from t = 0
point of view. That is, ai2 = ei2 = 1 for i ∈ {h, l}. Therefore, the only artificial effort level
that matters is a1 ∈ {0, 1}.
Before starting to solve this problem, we solve for the second period payments first.
Denote the utilities of the agent, in the second period, from wages with u(wqi ) = ui , and
u(wqi qj ) = uij where i, j ∈ {h, l}, and denote the inverse of the utility function by h(u),
assuming it’s continuously differentiable. For a given first period output level qi ∈ {qh , ql },
the agent’s continuation payoff will be p1 uih + (1 − p1 )uil − ψ. Once the principal promises
the agent a utility of Eui , the continuation of the optimal contract for the second period
will be given by the solution to the following problem

min p1 h(uih ) + (1 − p1 )h(uil )

uih ,uil

subject to
uih − uil ≥

ψ
p1 − p 0

p1 uih + (1 − p1 )uil − ψ ≥ Eui

As in Yılmaz (2013), this is a static problem and both constraints bind. Thus, for a
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given first period output, qi , the second period payoffs to the agent are

uih = ψ + Eui + (1 − p1 )
uil = ψ + Eui − p1

ψ
p1 − p0

ψ
p1 − p0

If the agent has been promised Eui for the second period when the first period output
realization is qi , then uih and uil are defined to be p1 uih + (1 − p1 )uil − ψ = Eui for
i ∈ {h, l}. Also, denote the cost of implementing the high effort level in the second
period, given that the promised second period utility is Eui , by C2 (Eui ), that is,

C2 (Eui ) = p1 h(uih ) + (1 − p1 )h(uil )

Now, we turn to the possibility of manipulating the agent’s naı̈veté through the first
period effort level. The principal has an opportunity to manipulate the agent’s naı̈veté
by making him believe that his future self at t = 1 exerts no effort, but when he actually
arrives at t = 1 he exerts high effort as the principal desires. That is, the principal may
set a contract such that a1 = 0 and e1 = 1. The principal’s problem in the case is given
by

min

{ui ,Eui }i∈{h,l}

p1 [h(uh ) + δP C2 (Euh )] + (1 − p1 )[h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eul )]

subject to
(IR0 ) p0 [uh + δEuh ] + (1 − p0 )[ul + δEul ] ≥ 0
(ICa0 )

b
uh − ul + δ β(Eu
h − Eul ) ≤

ψ
p1 −p0

(ICe0 )

uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) ≥

ψ
p1 −p0

Call this problem P0 , where IR0 ensures that the agent accepts the contract given
9

that he believes that his self at t = 1 will pick low effort. ICa0 convinces the agent, from
t = 0 perspective, that he will choose low effort at t = 1. Finally, ICe0 ensures that when
the agent actually arrives at t = 1 and learns his true β, he changes his mind and picks
high effort.
Alternatively, the principal can simply choose to implement high effort in both periods,
without trying to make the agent believe that his future self will pick low effort at t = 1.
That is, a1 = 1. In this case, the principal’s problem is

min

{ui ,Eui }i∈{h,l}

p1 [h(uh ) + δP C2 (Euh )] + (1 − p1 )[h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eul )]

subject to
(IR1 ) p1 [uh + δEuh ] + (1 − p1 )[ul + δEul ] ≥ ψ
(ICa1 )

b
uh − ul + δ β(Eu
h − Eul ) ≥

ψ
p1 −p0

(ICe1 )

uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) ≥

ψ
p1 −p0

b IC 1
Call this problem P1 . The two lemmas below show that the constraints with β,
a
and ICa0 , do not bind.
Lemma 1 In P1 , ICe1 binds and ICa1 does not bind.
Proof. Attaching multipliers λ to the IR1 , µa to ICa1 and µe to ICe1 , we get
e
λ + βµap+βµ
and
1

b

δP
δ

δP
δ

C 0 (Euh ) =

e
C 0 (Eul ) = λ − βµap+βµ
. Note that µa ≥ 0 and µe ≥ 0 and C 0 is strictly
1

b

increasing.12 Thus, Euh ≥ Eul . Suppose Euh = Eul . Then, it must be µa = µe = 0.
e
a +µe
But, we also have h0 (uh ) = λ + µap+µ
and h0 (ul ) = λ − µ1−p
. Thus, we get uh = ul . Then,
1
1

the left hand side of ICe1 is zero, but the right hand side of it is strictly positive, which
is a contradiction. Thus, Euh > Eul . Now, both ICe1 and ICa1 cannot be binding at the
same time, since βb > β. We also just showed that both cannot be non-binding. Thus,
12

C 0 being strictly increasing is established in the proof of Proposition 3 in Yılmaz (2013).
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exactly one of the two must bind. Since Euh > Eul , we conclude that ICe1 binds and ICa1
does not bind.
Lemma 2 In P0 , if Euh 6= Eul , then ICe0 binds and ICa0 does not bind.
b
Proof. ICa0 and ICe0 together imply δ β(Eu
h − Eul ) ≤ δβ(Euh − Eul ). Hence Euh ≤ Eul .
By our assumption Euh < Eul . Then, both ICe0 and ICa0 cannot be binding since
βb > β. Both constraints cannot be non-binding as well. If they are both non-binding
then µa = µe = 0. But then h0 (uh ) − h0 (ul ) = λ( pp10 −

1−p0
)
1−p1

0 −p1
= λ( p1p(1−p
) < 0 since
1)

p0 < p1 . Hence uh − ul < 0. But then the left hand side of ICe0 is negative, which is a
contradiction. Therefore, exactly one of the ICa0 and ICe0 should be binding. Suppose
ICa0 binds and ICe0 does not. Then µa > 0 and µe = 0. But then we get h0 (uh ) − h0 (ul ) =
1
0 −p1
λ( p1p(1−p
) − µa ( p1 (1−p
) < 0 since p0 < p1 and µa > 0. Again uh − ul < 0, which again
1)
1)

gives a contradiction. Thus, if Euh 6= Eul , then ICe0 binds and ICa0 does not bind.

Figure 1
11

The intuition behind Lemma 2 can be seen in Figure 1 above. When Euh < Eul , the
shaded region gives the set of contracts that are feasible. Among those the one at the
intersection of ICe0 and IR0 is the one that has the minimum cost, since the isocosts are
steeper than the IR0 .
Proposition 1 If the principal implements high effort in both periods, e1 = 1 and eh2 =
el2 = 1, she is indifferent between facing a sophisticated time-inconsistent agent and facing
a naı̈ve time-inconsistent agent. There are no gains from exploiting the agent’s naı̈veté.
Proof. When principal wants to implement e1 = 1 and eh2 = el2 = 1, showing that a1 = 1
is optimal will prove this result because in this case, the contract for sophisticated agent
and the contract for naı̈ve agent with a1 = 1 are going to be exactly the same. This is due
to the principal’s problem when facing a sophisticated agent is same as P1 by Lemma 1.
Now, to see a1 = 1 is optimal, first assume that in P0 , Euh 6= Eul . Then, by Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 above, ICa does not bind for either problem P0 and P1 . Also note that
both IR and ICe bind regardless of a1 , in each problem P0 and P1 . Now look at the
following problem

min

{ui ,Eui }i∈{h,l}

p1 [h(uh ) + δP C2 (Euh )] + (1 − p1 )[h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eul )]

subject to
(IR) (p1 − η)[uh + δEuh ] + (1 − p1 + η)[ul + δEul ] ≥ ψ(1 −
(ICe )

uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) −

ψ
p1 −p0

η
)
p1 −p0

=0

If η = 0, then the problem above is exactly the problem P1 . If η = p1 − p0 , then it is
exactly the problem P0 . Then we have,

dEC(η)
dη

ψ
= λ(uh − ul + δ(Euh − Eul ) − p1 −p
), where
0

λ is the Lagrange multiplier attached to the IR, and EC(η) is the expected cost in the
12

relevant problem. By ICe in P1 , we have uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) −
using the fact that Euh − Eul > 0 in P1 , the derivative

dEC(η)
dη

ψ
p1 −p0

= 0. Then,

evaluated at η = 0 gives

us a positive value. Since p1 − p0 > 0, and EC(η) is increasing at η = 0, the cost will be
higher at η = p1 − p0 than the one at η = 0; that is, the minimized cost in P0 is higher
than the one in P1 .
Now, assume that Euh = Eul = Eu in P0 . Then, P0 boils down to the following
problem
min p1 h(uh ) + (1 − p1 )h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eu)

uh ,ul ,Eu

subject to
p0 uh + (1 − p0 )ul + δEu ≥ 0
uh − ul =

ψ
.
p1 −p0

Now, in P1 , if we restrict the feasible set to Euh = Eul , then the minimized cost
in this modified problem, call it P01 , is at least as big as the minimized cost in the
original P1 . Then, the constraint set of the problem P01 is given by the constraints
p1 uh + (1 − p1 )ul + δEu ≥ ψ and uh − ul =

ψ
.
p1 −p0

However, these two constraints are

equivalent to the ones in the problem P0 with Euh = Eul = Eu. To see this, plug
uh − ul =

ψ
p1 −p0

into p1 uh + (1 − p1 )ul + δEu ≥ ψ, that is, into p1 (uh − ul ) + ul + δEu ≥ ψ

and get p0 uh + (1 − p0 )ul + δEu ≥ 0, which is exactly the same condition in the reduced
P0 .
Thus, we have shown that in either case the minimized cost in P0 is at least as big as
the minimized cost in P1 . Thus, a1 = 1 is optimal. With a1 = 1, the principal’s problem
is the same as the problem for the sophisticated agent. And, there are no gains from
making the agent believe that he will pick low effort level.
The intuition for this result is that when the contract makes the agent believe that
13

he will pick low effort in the first period, it provides relatively low incentives for high
effort at the contracting stage, through relatively higher expected continuation payoff for
low output, that is, Euh ≤ Eul . But when the agent arrives at the first period he learns
his true discounting and finds it optimal to exert high effort, for which the first period
incentives must be much stronger through high uh and low ul . Thus, for the principal the
discounted cost is higher than the one where she does not deceive the agent. Thus, she
is worse off with the contract where she deceives the agent. This is particularly striking
because with a naive time-inconsistent agent the principal has the power to manipulate
the agent through his misperception. However, such an opportunity to manipulate does
not provide the principal with higher profits. In fact, the principal chooses not to deceive
the agent at all.
We have just seen, through the proof of Proposition 1, that the principal offers the
same contract to both naı̈ve and sophisticated agents, and both are accepted, implementing high effort in each period. Also, note that for both naı̈ve and sophisticated agents,
the individual rationality constraints bind, where β does not enter.13 Thus, from the
contracting stage point of view (t = 0), both naı̈ve and sophisticated agents expect the
same overall payoff from the contract offered, which is in fact zero. In the first period
(t = 0), naı̈ve agent learns his true beta, thus the expected payoff from the first period
point of view are also the same for both type of agents, since the contracts are the same.
From the second period point of view (t = 2), both agents again expect the same payoff,
since there is no further inconsistency and the payments are the same. Thus, in terms
of agent’s payoff, naı̈veté does not make the agent worse off relative to the sophisticated
agent.
13

The outside option is assumed to be zero. Thus, β cancels out, since there is no payoff realized in
the contracting stage. For a discussion on this assumption see Yılmaz (2013).
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4

Discussion

Learning from the contract:
If the naive agent can learn from the contract about his true β, then the principal
can either offer a contract that reveals no information or a contract that reveals all the
information about the agent’s true β.14 However, we already showed that when the naive
agent is not capable of learning from the contract, the principal is indifferent between
a sophisticated agent (who knows his true β) and a naive agent (who mispredicts his
true β) in terms of the cost of implementing high effort in each period. In the light
of this result, the principal is not going to be better off with revealing no information
rather than revealing all the information. To see this, suppose the optimal contract that
SO
the principal offers to a sophisticated agent is {wiSO , wij
}i,j∈{h,l} . If the principal offers

this contract to the naive agent, the naive agent will learn his true β and hence will
behave as a sophisticated agent. Thus, this contract, when offered to a naive agent, will
implement high effort in each period. If, however, the principal offers another contract
NA
to the naive agent, say {wiN A , wij
}i,j∈{h,l} , that reveals no information then the agent

b But then, this contract will have a
will keep behaving according to his prior belief, β.
higher (or at least as high as) cost of implementing high effort in each period. This is
SO
}i,j∈{h,l} is the one with the lowest cost of implementing
because, the contract {wiSO , wij

the high effort in each period when the agent does not learn, by Proposition 1. Thus,
NA
the contract {wiN A , wij
}i,j∈{h,l} will make the principal weakly worse off compared to
SO
the case where the principal reveals all the information by offering {wiSO , wij
}i,j∈{h,l} .

Thus, when the naive agent can learn from the contract, the optimal contract will be
SO
{wiSO , wij
}i,j∈{h,l} , the agent will learn his true β and behave sophisticatedly, and high
14

Here, we focus on revealing all or no information options, because revealing some (but not all)
information just changes the level of misperception of the agent and does not make him sophisticated.
And Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 tell us that the level of misperception is not important.
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effort will be implemented in each period.
Implementing the low effort level:
I assumed that the principal wants to implement high effort level in each period. The
possibility of exploiting the agent’s naı̈veté when the principal wants to implement low
effort in one or both of the periods is worth to discuss here. To keep it simple, we consider
the case where the principal wants to implement low effort in the first period and high
effort in the second period. Since, period t = 2 is the last period and there is no further
discounting, hence no more time-inconsistency, it is plausible to keep high effort in the
last period.
The principal can offer a contract that makes the agent believe that he will pick high
effort in the first period, from the perspective of the contracting stage. But when the first
period arrives the agent, after learning his true β, realizes that he must pick low effort.
Thus, the artificial and the effective effort levels are {a1 = 1, ai2 = 1} and {e1 = 0, ei2 = 1}
for each i ∈ {h, l}, respectively. The principal’s optimization problem in this case is

min

{ui ,Eui }i∈{h,l}

p0 [h(uh ) + δP C2 (Euh )] + (1 − p0 )[h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eul )]

subject to
(IR0 ) p1 [uh + δEuh ] + (1 − p1 )[ul + δEul ] ≥ ψ
(ICa0 )

b
uh − ul + δ β(Eu
h − Eul ) ≥

ψ
p1 −p0

(ICe0 )

uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) ≤

ψ
p1 −p0

On the other hand, if the principal tries not to manipulate the agent and just simply implements low effort in the first period without making him believe, from t = 0
perspective, that he will pick high effort in the first period, then the principal’s problem
is
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min

{ui ,Eui }i∈{h,l}

p0 [h(uh ) + δP C2 (Euh )] + (1 − p0 )[h(ul ) + δP C2 (Eul )]

subject to
(IR0 ) p0 [uh + δEuh ] + (1 − p0 )[ul + δEul ] ≥ 0
(ICa0 )

b
uh − ul + δ β(Eu
h − Eul ) ≤

ψ
p1 −p0

(ICe0 )

uh − ul + δβ(Euh − Eul ) ≤

ψ
p1 −p0

Allowing only for non-negative wages, the cost minimizing contract for the latter
problem is clearly uh = ul = Euh = Eul = 0. Thus, the minimized cost is 0. However,
in the former problem the contract uh = ul = Euh = Eul = 0 is not feasible since
IR0 is not satisfied. Thus, the minimized cost in the former problem is strictly positive.
Thus, the principal does not gain from manipulating the agent’s naı̈veté, if the wages are
non-negative. This is because, to make the agent believe that he will pick high effort in
the first period, there must be some incentives provided for high effort through strictly
positive wages for high output.
More than two effort levels:
If there are more than two effort levels and if the principal wants to implement an
intermediate level of effort, then there are more possibilities in terms of deceiving the
agent. The contract could make the agent believe that his future self will pick a higher
effort level, but when time arrives, he actually chooses the one principal wants. This type
of contract may make the principal better off than the contract which does not deceive
the agent at all.
Endogenous time-inconsistency:
In our model, through given β and δ, time-inconsistency is assumed to be exogenous,
that is, the agent cannot choose to be inconsistent or not. However, the agent may choose
17

to be time-inconsistent or not. One can think of time-inconsistency as the change in the
optimal plan over time, more precisely, a plan for the future may be optimal now, but
when the future arrives, it may no longer be optimal, even though no new information
is received. Within the current context, one plausible modelling choice is to have two
stages, first a contracting stage (no effort choice) and then the effort stage (where effort is
actually picked and exerted), and to make it possible for the agent to find (looking at the
contract) high effort optimal from the contracting stage point of view, and then possibly
find low effort optimal in the effort stage. Moreover, in order for the time-inconsistency to
be endogenous, one may need to assume that there exists a commitment device, which the
agent can use to make sure that he does not pick low effort in the second stage (when he
faces a contract that tells him that high effort is optimal, from the contracting stage point
of view). The agent can actually avoid time-inconsistency, if he likes, by commitment,
and time-inconsistency would be endogenous. To incorporate the distinction between
sophisticated agent and naı̈ve agent, we need to assume that the naı̈ve agent is not aware
of the possible change in the optimal plan, when he is at the contracting stage. Thus, he
will not feel any urge for commitment.
The main difficulty that can arise within this specification is the calculation of optimal contracts for both the sophisticated and naı̈ve agents. When facing a sophisticated
agent, the principal must take into account that there is a commitment opportunity for
the agent, and whether to push the agent towards commitment or not, besides giving
incentives for high effort. When facing a naı̈ve agent, the principal must take potential
time-inconsistency into account, that is, the possibility that the low effort may be optimal
for the agent in the second stage, knowing that the agent has no commitment device.
Intuitively, when the principal faces a naı̈ve agent, since there is time-inconsistency,
the principal must provide relatively more incentives for the agent to pick high effort
18

when the effort stage comes. The agent is likely to find low effort optimal in the effort
stage, even though he may have found high effort optimal at the contracting stage. Thus,
it will be relatively more costly to implement high effort. When the principal faces a
sophisticated agent, however, there will potentially be a commitment by the agent and
the principal may find it optimal to offer a contract which induces the agent to choose
commitment. This may also be costly since this contract also needs to give incentives
for high effort and there may be cost of commitment. However, the optimal contract for
the naı̈ve agent already implements high effort for the sophisticated agent in case there
is no commitment. Thus, it must be weakly cheaper for the principal to implement high
effort with the sophisticated agent than it is with the naı̈ve agent, if the commitment
is not too costly. Based on this intuition, my main result that says the principal is
indifferent between facing a sophisticated agent and a naı̈ve agent would be altered in a
way that the principal would prefer to face a sophisticated agent rather than a naı̈ve agent,
potentially for low levels of cost of commitment, if any. This would not be surprising since
time-inconsistency, which is bad for the principal, is endogenous, and sophisticated agent
is capable of avoiding the time-inconsistency. My main result also points out that the
principal is optimally not exploiting the naı̈ve agent, and under the specification above
this dimension of my result is still robust.

5

Conclusion

In a repeated moral hazard problem with a time-inconsistent agent, where the agent’s
time-inconsistency is captured by βδ-preferences, the possibility to exploit the agent’s
misperception is considered. Unlike Yılmaz (2013), where the time-inconsistent agent is
sophisticated, the time-inconsistent agent is naı̈ve. With a naı̈ve agent the principal’s
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problem is more involved relative to the case where he is sophisticated, because she can
deceive the agent and potentially get information rents. Principal may make the agent
believe that he will pick the effort level other than the one she wants to implement,
but when the time comes the agent actually picks the effort level the principal wants to
implement. However, when the agent is naı̈ve, the principal, implementing high effort
in both periods, does not gain from exploiting the agent’s naı̈veté. This follows from
the result that the possibility of deceiving the agent through payments in the contract
is costly. And, she is indifferent between facing a naı̈ve agent and facing a sophisticated
agent.
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